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This paper will discuss concepts of human safety for spacecraft design and operation and
how those concepts might be applied for deep space exploration at the moon and beyond. After
discussing the history of the human rating of spacecraft and introducing a new definition of
human safe, this paper will examine deep space Environmental Control and Life Support
Systems (ECLSS) in this context and discuss the changes from a traditional human rating that
would be introduced by the human safe approach.
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Common Cabin Air Assembly
Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly
Deep Space Gateway
Environmental Control and Life Support Systems
Extravehicular Activity
Fault Tolerant
International Space Station
Lunar Excursion Module
Low Earth Orbit
Lithium Hydroxide
Multi-Platform Air Monitor
Oxygen Generation Assembly
Orbital Replacement Unit
Trace Contaminant Control System
Urine Processing Assembly
United States Operational Segment
Universal Waste Management System
Waste/Hygiene Compartment
Water Processing Assembly

I. Introduction

S

INCE the beginning of human spaceflight, crew safety has been a primary concern. The health and safety of the
crew must always be protected and early efforts were made to define and institutionalize “human-rating” in a way
that could be designed and verified. These rating systems attempted to establish common guidelines and definitions
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for human rating that spacecraft designers could use to build safe vehicles. These rating systems became the basis for
certification standards and processes.
Human rating systems tended to focus on a single vehicle as the primary provider of crew safety. This made sense
during early space missions when the crew was completely dependent on a single vehicle at any one time. This also
made sense once space stations were established when the crew transportation vehicles could be designed with just
enough capability for the short journey to Low Earth Orbit (LEO). The space station would completely assume the
responsibility for crew safety once the crew was onboard.
As humans venture into deep space and establish more infrastructure, the crew transportation vehicles will be
necessarily much more capable and various stations and deep space transport vehicles will also contribute capabilities.
This changes the dynamic from crew dependency on a single vehicle to a situation where a wide range of vehicles and
stations can all provide safety capabilities for the crew.
In this era of deep space exploration with multiple capable vehicles, it becomes possible and perhaps prudent to
consider human safety as a function of all of these vehicles collectively rather than each vehicle individually. Vehicles
might be able to share functions and crew members could depend on multiple vehicles simultaneously. In other words,
while the entire systems of vehicles and stations would be human rated, individual parts might not need to meet all
the requirements for traditional human rating on their own.
This new approach can be called “human safe” for an individual element. As part of a collective whole, each
vehicle does its part to keep the crew safe overall and does no harm to the crew itself. Human safe is not an alternative
to human rating. Rather, it is an application of human rating to a new system of interdependent space vehicles. Human
safe should be understood as a subset of human rating and not as a competitor.
Given the context of the history of human rating and the new definitions of human safe and the impending steps
towards deep space exploration, it is instructive to examine a deep space ECLS (Environmental Control and Life
Support) system, particularly in the context of a Deep Space Gateway (DSG) in the lunar vicinity, and discuss the
changes from a traditional human rating that would be introduced by the human safe approach.

II. “Human-Safe” vs “Human Rated”
A. Historical Perspective
From its inception in the late 1950s, the history of spaceflight, particularly human spaceflight, has been
distinguished by engineers accepting complex and demanding challenges at the edge of imagination and then meeting
those challenges. Early on, developing and operating systems to venture into unknown territory beyond the friendly
confines of Earth challenged the best minds in the United States, as well as the limits of government and industrial
capability. Such efforts achieved a high level of success, though with a few unfortunate instances of failure. In the
case of the Apollo 1 fire no one had “imagined,” as Frank Borman noted, the hazard of common materials in a highpressure oxygen environment resulting in a highly flammable and dangerous situation for that ground test
configuration1. Apollo 13, on the other hand, demonstrated how a ground test set up could compromise the reliability
of the flight system, and that flexibility, robustness, human ingenuity, and creativity can overcome serious obstacles
to safely return the crew to Earth. Figure 1 shows the Apollo 13 configuration of spare parts that performed carbon
dioxide removal and allowed the crew to return safely to Earth. During the mid-1980s through the 1990s, a disturbing
trend of increasing robotic spacecraft failures and highly visible Shuttle failures occurred. This paper attempts to
convey and reinforce the keystones of mission success, in safety and reliability terms, to the designers and operators
of the new generation of crewed space systems particularly ECLS systems. Early in space exploration there was
limited knowledge and confidence in space systems hardware performance in the space environment.
NASA embarked on a program to develop missions with high system reliability2. Methods were continually
devised to recover from potential failure or preclude it altogether. Since the ability to predict performance was
rudimentary, equipment was over designed with high margins. System reliability was achieved through extensive test
programs and judicious use of redundant components, crew intervention, or ground command to recover from a box
failure3. As Apollo 13 showed, however, malfunction is not always due to random box failure that could be mitigated
by redundancy.
B. Safe vs Mission Success
Distinguishing between safety and mission success (Human “safe” vs Human “rated”) provides a consequencebased focus that is useful during design, production, operations, and overall risk management. Distinguishing between
safety and mission success is important when deciding when the mission should be aborted to preserve crew safety
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and when efforts to preserve
mission success may adversely
impact safety. A safe system
ensures the survival and health of
the crew during nominal and offnominal operational scenarios. It
also provides strategies to avoid
or deal with unsafe conditions and
applies margin to the system to
prevent the exceedance of limits
that may result in harm to the
crew. A reliable system assures
mission success by functioning
properly over its intended life. It
has a low and acceptable
probability of failure, achieved
through simplicity, proper design,
and the proper application of
reliable parts and materials. In
Figure 1: Apollo 13 - Square Peg in Round Hole
addition to long life, a reliable
system is robust and fault tolerant,
meaning it can tolerate failures and variations in its operating parameters and environments.
For a Deep Space Gateway example, all the usual analysis, test and demonstrations would still be considered,
however the Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS) could be ‘single-string” meaning no hot
redundant functionality within the gateway modules since a “human-rated” Orion would be docked anytime crew
would be inhabiting the gateway.
C. Reducing Mission Risk through Redundancy
Historically, risk reduction for human missions has been accomplished in a variety of ways. For human spacecraft
in LEO (from Vostok/Mercury to the Space Shuttle), the mission could be terminated and the crew returned to Earth
in a relatively short period of time. Later on, with the introduction of larger, more capable Space Stations, if the crew
had an issue with the return vehicle, they could remain at the station to await rescue4.
The robustness of International Space Station (ISS) ECLS hardware provides for this safe haven option, at least
over the short term given that sufficient consumables and spare parts are available. ISS not only has system
redundancy within the individual ECLS systems, but also has the ultimate system redundancy with two completely
independent operating ECLS systems – one American and one Russian. Each side of the ISS, U.S. and Russian, has
the ability to support the other side in the event of an ECLS system failure5. This dissimilar redundancy demonstrates
the level of system reliability and redundancy that will have to be achieved for future deep space missions.
A Gateway Station located near the Moon provides a uniquely difficult issue with respect to keeping mission risk
within acceptable limits. Given the distance from the Earth, and the time to return, a quick return within 24hrs is not
viable. Also, using the Gateway as a safe haven while the crew awaits rescue is only an option if more than one type
of human rated spacecraft can reach it, and the Gateway can support a crew of 4 for several weeks or months while a
rescue is attempted.

III. Human Rating
There have been six human carrying U.S. space vehicles to date. Table 1 shows the vehicles along with their crew
complements and longest mission durations6. The trends are for increasing crew complements, increasing durations
and improvements leading to normal sea-level atmosphere. All operated in LEO except Apollo.
The initial approach for Mercury was to build a functional spacecraft capable of supporting a single crew member
for up to 34 hours (longest Mercury mission). As time in space and/or distance from earth increased and launch vehicle
ascent mass also increased, human-rated spacecraft evolved to be more capable and failure tolerant. Table 2
summarizes two critical ECLSS functions, oxygen supply and carbon dioxide removal, and their implementations
across the series of U.S. human-rated space vehicles7,8,9,10,11.
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Program

Crew

Environment

Destination

Notes

100% O2 @ 5 PSIA
100% O2 @ 5 PSIA

Longest
Mission
34 hours
13 days 18 hrs

Mercury
Gemini

1
2

LEO
LEO

3

100% O2 @ 5 PSIA

12 days 13 hrs

Moon

Skylab
Shuttle

3
Up to 8

28% O2 / 72% N2 @ 5 PSIA
20% O2 / 80% N2 @ 14.7 PSIA

LEO
LEO

ISS

Up to 13

20% O2 / 80% N2 @ 14.7 PSIA

84 days 1 hrs
17 days 16 hrs
1 year w/cont
occu

6 missions
10 missions
6 missions to
surface
3 missions
135 missions
56 increments &
counting

Apollo

LEO

Table 1 – History of U.S. space vehicles.
Platform Function

Mercury

Gemini

Apollo CM
CO2
removal
O2 supply
Apollo LM
CO2
removal
O2 supply
CO2
removal
O2 supply
Shuttle

Redundancy Level

Gaseous oxygen
1-FT: Two primary
O2 supply supply tanks feed suit (ganged together) & one
loop, cabin
secondary O2 tank
1-FT system (redundant
CO2
LiOH canisters
flow paths & spare
removal
canisters)
Fuel cell cryo O2 boil
1-FT: Two separate cryo
O2 supply
off, GO2 backup
O2 tank sources
system
1-FT system (redundant
CO2
LiOH canisters
flow paths & spare
removal
canisters)
O2 supply

Skylab

Implementation

CO2
removal
O2 supply

ISS
CO2
removal

Fuel cell cryo O2 boil 1-FT: Two separate cryo
off
O2 tank sources
1-FT system (redundant
flow paths & spare
canisters)
2-FT (cryo tank, 2 GO2
Cryo O2 boil off &
tanks, 1 each in descent
GO2 tanks
& ascent modules)
1-FT system (redundant
LiOH canisters
flow paths & spare
canisters)
Multiple tanks to support
GO2 Tanks
multiple crews
Regenerative 2-bed
1-FT (2BMS & LiOH
molecular sieve
backup)
Fuel cell cryo O2 boil
2-FT cryo system +
off & GO2 tank
emergency GO2 tank
1-FT system (redundant
LiOH canisters
flow paths & spare
canisters)
Electrolysis, GO2
1-FT electrolysis (USOS,
tanks
RS)
1-FT tanks & regs
4MBS/Vozdukh/LiO At AC: 1-FT indefinitely
H
(USOS); 2-FT short term
(LiOH)
LiOH canisters

Single Failure
Response
Reenter atmosphere and
land back on earth

Shared O2 pressure
regulator & emergency
O2 valve
Reenter atmosphere and
CO2 sensor indicates
land back on earth
need to change out LiOH
canister
Reenter atmosphere and
Additional small O2
land back on earth
bottle attached under
each ejection seat
Reenter atmosphere and
LiOH is very high
land back on earth
reliability
Abort lunar landing and
return to earth on
reserves

Additional GO2 tank in
CM for reentry

Apollo 13 - Use of LEM
CO2 removal

LiOH is very high
reliability

Abort to lunar orbit,
rendezvous with CM
Abort to orbit
Climb into Apollo CM
Climb into Apollo CM

4

LiOH is very high
reliability
All O2 launched
w/module on Saturn V
First use of regen CO2
system in space

Reenter atmosphere and
land back on earth
Reenter atmosphere and
RCRS used on some
land back on earth
flights, but also had full
LiOH load backup
Climb into transport
On-board spares & Gas
vehicle and leave if
tanks maintained above
req’d
“redline”
Climb into transport
On-board spares
vehicle and leave if
placement & in-flight
req’d
maintenance

Table 2 - Implementations of critical functions across human-rated U.S. space vehicles.
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Remarks

Mercury, Gemini and Apollo missions had limited redundancy, which can be explained by the short mission
durations and an awareness of individual system reliability. The vehicles were built by relative small teams with little
or no planned evolution. Space Shuttle opted for more rigid adherence to strict redundancy with one and two fault
tolerant systems. This allowed hardware and payloads from multiple sources to be easily integrated while maintain
overall mission safety. ISS continued the trend with at least one fault tolerant systems plus larger amounts of spares
and dissimilar redundancy.

IV. Impacts on ECLS Hardware
A. ISS ECLS Philosophy
Overall, the ISS ECLS system has at least one level of redundancy throughout, separate from visiting vehicles.
And in fact, the entire time the ISS has been permanently occupied (since November 2, 2000) there has never been a
time when ISS crew members were on board and there was NOT a human-rated crew escape vehicle capable of
bringing them home safely within about 45 minutes, if needed. Implementation fell short in some areas as the assembly
progressed. For example, only the U.S. Laboratory module and the Japanese Experiment Module have redundant cabin
fans. “Regenerative ECLS” racks do not have hot same technology redundancy, just a single Oxygen Generator
Assembly (OGA), Water Processor Assembly (WPA) & Urine Processor Assembly (UPA). There are backups to the
Regen ECLSS functions in the form of bags of potable water and tanks of GO2 but those would quickly fall below
red-line levels if actually called upon to feed the crew for an extended period of time.
One of the most critical ECLSS
components, the Carbon Dioxide
Removal Assembly (CDRA), is fully
redundant with operational units in the
U.S. Laboratory and the Node 3 modules.
This is primarily due to the short time-toeffect of ppCO2 increase to dangerous
levels in the event of a failure and the
incredible volume of material (generally
Lithium Hydroxide) that is required to be
the backup. The ISS crew has repaired the
CDRA numerous times, (Figure 2)
demonstrating the viability of hardware
repair with pre-positioned spares as a
method to supplement redundancy. For
ISS, a small amount of LiOH is stored onboard, but really only enough to provide
the crew a few days of CO2 scrubbing to
Figure 2 - NASA Astronauts Working on CDRA.
give them time to repair a CDRA in the
event both failed at the same time.
B. Deep Space Gateway ECLS Philosophy
The Deep Space Gateway can benefit from the historical ISS perspective and the same design concepts as the
regenerative ECLS racks, namely a single string of hardware and a human-rated escape vehicle attached to the
Gateway any time crew members are on board. To maximize any benefit of the concept of Human-Safe versus HumanRated for the Deep Space Gateway, the platform should be designed with a single-string ECLSS architecture, thus
eliminating the heavy and volume-consuming redundant string hardware that are required to be “hot backups”.
Operationally speaking, there would be no impact to nominal operations for a deep space orbiting platform with a
single-string ECLSS design. In the case of a single failure of any ECLSS equipment the operational response would
be to either:
• Have crew members immediately remove and replace the failed component with a pre-positioned “cold” spare
component
• Have the crew “escape” to the docked Orion vehicle and depart the Gateway for the trip back to Earth.
In either case, the crew is kept safe. Note that in the first case, it may very well be the Orion that is supporting the
crew while they are undertaking the needed repairs, i.e., the Orion is acting as a level of redundancy for the Gateway.
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Also note that departing in the Orion would be a “loss-of-mission” event, so staging the right selection of and quantity
of spare parts would be critical to protecting the mission and its associated cost.
Based on ISS hardware designs and their reliability experience over more than 15 years of operation, a list of
needed spare components to keep the Gateway platform operational throughout any one mission will easily be
compiled. It is potentially a large list. However, NASA intends to test a series of next-generation ECLSS hardware
items on ISS with substantially better reliability than their ISS heritage counterparts, thus reducing the estimated spares
mass needed to be sent to the Gateway or other deep space destinations.
C. Gateway ECLS
For a Gateway platform, the basic ECLSS system would be a single string of hardware and a carefully selected set
of critical spare components. Since early Gateway operations concepts include limited time at the platform for any
visiting crew (~ 30 days or less), it does not make sense to have regenerative ECLSS functions (OGA, WPA, UPA).
Therefore the functions of most importance to consider in an operational failure scenario are oxygen supply, CO2
removal, trace contaminant control.
Oxygen Supply: Gateway oxygen supplies will be from Nitrogen/Oxygen Resupply System (NORS) tanks like
those used on ISS today. These systems are very reliable. Likewise Orion will have GO2 tanks, but with only
enough O2 for its mission timeline. Loss of a NORS tank on Gateway would likely result in crew terminating their
mission early and returning to earth in the Orion.
CO2 Removal: If the Gateway CO2 removal system were to fail and for some reason the needed spare component
was not available, the crew could escape to the Orion. However, Orion does have its own regenerative CO2 removal
system and it is sized to support the four crew it delivered to the Gateway, so theoretically the crew would not
have to leave given good air circulation between the Gateway and Orion. The gradients (steps in ppCO2 between
modules) might get a bit high at the far end of the stack but the crew should be able to complete their mission if
Program managers deemed it necessary. For a relatively small vehicle like Gateway, CO2 levels will rise quickly
with no CO2 removal, making a CO2 removal system failure a critical & quick time to effect ECLS failure.
Trace Contaminant Control: The Orion system is a fixed capacity system and cannot operate indefinitely.
Attempting to manage trace contaminants on Gateway for any protracted period of time (1 or more days) may
create a challenge for the Orion system to function throughout the flight back to Earth. Irrecoverable failure of
the Gateway trace contaminant control system may make immediate departure on Orion necessary.
Considering O2 supply and CO2 removal jointly again, Table 3 shows how these functions could be synergized for
Orion and Gateway to combine a human-rated Orion with a human-safe Gateway. Comparing these allocations to the
historical vehicles shown in Table 1 demonstrates the potential of the human-safe concept.
Platform Function

Implementation

Redundancy Level

O2
supply

GO2 tanks

1-FT

CO2
removal

Amine Swingbed

2-FT

Orion

Single Failure
Response
Abort mission and
return to earth on
reserves
Abort mission and
return to earth on
redundant sys
Escape to Orion

O2
NORS tanks
Zero-FT
supply
Gateway
CO2
TBD pending ISS
Zero-FT
Escape to Orion
removal development tests
Table 3 - Future space vehicle planned/possible implementations of critical.
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Capability limited to
Orion mission ops
Suit loop available for
cabin depress
emergency
Spare tanks provided
via logistics vehicles
Spare components onboard

Other Gateway systems of less immediate
importance, due to redundancy with the Orion, are
the measuring of major constituents in the Gateway
atmosphere and the crew toilet. The ISS and Orion
vehicles will use the Multi-Platform Air Monitor
(MPAM). It is envisioned that whoever builds the
Gateway would have the same device installed in
Gateway. If this were the case and the Gateway
MPAM were to malfunction, and no spare was
available for replacement, then the crew could
continue the mission by using the Orion system to
monitor the entire stack atmosphere via inter-module
ventilation. It is likely both units would operate
simultaneously anyway during docked operations.
There are no consumables to worry about and the
ability to function during Orion’s return trip would
not be compromised.
The Gateway toilet will also likely be identical to
the Orion commode. If this were the case and the
Gateway unit were to malfunction, the crew could
continue the mission by using the Orion system but
Figure 3: Universal Waste Management System
consuming the Gateway toilet consumables. The
Universal Waste Management System under development for Orion is shown in Figure 3. Use of Gateway
consumables would avoid compromising Orion’s ability to support the crew on the ride back to Earth.
D. Steps Needed to Enable Human-Safe Gateway ECLS
In order to be ready for a mission beyond low earth orbit (LEO), the development of more reliable and more
maintainable systems must begin immediately. This will be a driving requirement for deep space exploration since
volume for spare hardware will be at a premium. When the ISS was developed it was decided that the use of Orbital
Replacement Units (ORUs) would be utilized so that the crew could focus on science rather than the maintenance of
the ISS itself. This model works for a space station in LEO that has frequent supply missions that can deliver and
return hardware as needed. This approach is less feasible for a deep space mission with limited planned resupply. For
the ISS little thought was given into commonality of parts. This poses problems for sparing because almost every
system has their own set of unique parts that are not interchangeable with parts from other systems. In addition, very
little thought was put into the design for maintenance on the ISS systems. They were designed to be removed and
replaced as complete systems and were assembled on the ground by highly skilled technicians often using specialized
tooling. Both commonality and repair philosophy are ripe areas for discussion today in support of the eventual
development of the Gateway.
With launch cost increasing exponentially with distance from Earth and limited storage space on a deep space
transport vehicle, NASA has been exploring the use of in-space manufacturing (ISM) as an alternative to having
multiple copies of systems onboard for fault tolerance. ISM could allow for the on-demand production of spare
hardware and thereby significantly reduce the need for on-orbit spares. Rapid production of parts for the life support
systems will be critical since some of the systems can only be down for hours before critical hazards could exist. A
catalog of critical ECLSS parts will have to be developed and the designs for the parts will have to be compatible with
the ISM process.

V. Conclusion
Now, when multiple new crew vehicles and modules are under design and contemplation, is an ideal time for
discussing and resetting human safety standards for deep space exploration. The overall goal of keeping humans safe
during spaceflight remains absolute but specific implementations based on both new technologies and specific vehicle
configurations must be discussed.
It is both feasible and prudent to consider all elements in a space vehicle system when measuring human safety
rather than applying similar requirements on each element individually. Rigidly applying standards to individual
elements without considering the entire multi-vehicle scenario could easily result in complicated and overly redundant
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systems that bring unnecessary mass, cost and complication. The entire, integrated scenario should be considered
when setting safety standards, particularly redundancy standards for individual elements. Reliability of individual
system components should also be taken into account in addition to levels of redundancy, especially in an era where
rigorous analysis and testing of reliability allow the intelligent mixing of fault tolerance and reliability-based safety
approaches.
Current NASA human rating requirements do not absolutely require multiple levels of redundancy. NASA
requirements for a time tended to emphasize redundancy as a substitute for reliability. This made the verification
process easier and cheaper but instilled a culture of blind obedience to levels of redundancy rather than careful choices
for actual outcomes. This is not to say that current vehicles are unsafe but rather that they are potentially overconstrained. Carefully considering human safety requirements in the design of the various vehicles that will be used
for deep space exploration and making smart choices can result in vehicles that are just as human safe as today’s
vehicles and yet also more lean and cost effective. Considering the above, the new Deep Space Gateway, with
attendant vehicles such as the Orion, Deep Space Transport and possibly a lunar lander, all with ECLS systems capable
of supporting humans, can certainly benefit by being designed with a single-string ECLS system and a storage bin full
of spare parts.
Again, the ultimate goal of keeping humans alive and safe during spaceflight remains unchanged and should be
considered in every decision. However, new ways of meeting these goals can be found that provide the same level of
overall safety while reducing cost and complexity.
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